
GAME END 
 

The game has officially concluded! The remaining townies were able to put an end to 
Imperialism before it could overtake them, and so they have won! 
  
Winners: 
Chaos_Knight – Eliminate all hostiles 
TheIrishMan – Eliminate all hostiles 
OrangeP47 – Half of the players in the game die before you do 
  
Awards: 
  
OrangeP47 – Honorary Townie 
  
OrangeP47 was a third party inventor role, but even though he only gave inventions to town, he 
still won. Count me impressed! Not only that, but he assisted in the deaths that his inventions 
did not cause. 
  
Chaos_Knight – Sleuth on the Hunt 
  
After a bit of bad luck with Voe, CK made all the right calls in first confirming Killing You’s role 
therefore confirming KY’s claim, and after in checking Nodlied and discovering he was the cult 
leader! 
  
TheIrishMan – Scumhunter 
  
That punch came out of left field, I swear. I didn’t see it coming, and I’m glad I was home at the 
time to resolve it all. Kudos for dispatching the last scum and delaying a cult win. If ChopBam 
had been able to make another nightkill, I don’t think town would have stood a chance.  
Extremely well played for your first game! 
  
Category 5 Hurricane – Town Survivor 
  
Cat5 managed to reveal himself as town on day one and live to the end of the game. I have no 
idea how this happened. The mafia didn’t try to kill him and Nodlied only conquered him near 
the end of the game. Weird. 
  
ChopBam and Alstar – What’s Deception? 
  
I mean no offense with these words, guys, but when I told you two that you would have to be 
more creative and spread more disinformation than usual, that did not mean to do the exact 
opposite. Good job on Alstar’s part in trying and succeeding in temporarily delaying his death, 
but unfortunately it wasn’t enough. Killing FRAYDO over OrangeP47 or Category 5 Hurricane? 
Seriously? It was a nice idea trying to get KY lynched, but it was plainly easy to see through. 



The roles chosen for this game meant that you’d need to use other player’s actions against 
them, like making players misfire their day shots. Keep this in mind for the future, it’s a helpful 
tactic. 
  
Voe – LOLOLOLOL 
  
Fuck you man. :v 
 


